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SYNOPSIS

The ubiquity of the Internet has given rise to seemingly infinite opportunities for marketers to 
connect with target audiences online. But the abundance of choice, fragmentation and varying 
degrees of quality across a platform as vast and ever-evolving as the Internet brings with it 
challenges and more questions for marketers, as well as their agency partners. Everyone is 
under increased pressure to quantify escalating digital budgets, reach the right audience in  
the right environment and prove campaigns are effective.

To provide insight, Marketing magazine, Rogers Insights, the Canadian Marketing Association 
and Globe Media Group present Context Matters. This new research study delves into the minds  
of consumers and marketers to understand, discuss and highlight the importance of a premium 
media environment for advertising. 

“Premium” is an industry word as loaded as it is vague. The multi-faceted study not only 
identifies what both groups deem premium or “prestigious” media—hint: marketers and 
consumers are not entirely in agreement here—but also weighs the importance of such 
inventory against the effectiveness of ads.

In essence, context does matter—a lot. Research proves that 

brands placed in premium environments experience a halo effect 

with improved consumer impressions. Conversely, brands are  

in danger of causing damage if they align themselves with what  

is deemed by the consumer to be a less prestigious site.

Context Matters is a valuable tool for marketers intent on breaking 

through the noise and reaching the right audience, in the right 

environment, all while protecting and enhancing brand integrity 

and delivering measurable results. 

The information couldn’t be more timely. Canadian Internet ad 

revenue is experiencing double-digit growth year over year, as 

companies shift ad dollars to digital from traditional media. According 

to the Internet Advertising Bureau of Canada, digital spending  

hit $4.6 billion in 2015, up 21% from 2014, and it’s forecasted to 

increase another 21% by the end of 2016 to $5.6 billion. 

With that influx in dollars comes increased scrutiny. Questions 

are being raised about measurement, the real effectiveness and 

value of clicks and impressions, and how to define consumer 

engagement. While marketers hone key performance indicators, 

they also grapple with challenges around ad viewability, ad fraud 

and brand safety.

THE TAKEAWAY: Yes, digital delivers, both for brand-building and performance.  
The challenge is to find ways to go beyond getting an impression to making an impression.
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METHODOLOGY

The consumer study (conducted online in April and May of 2016) 

polled 4,003 English-speaking Canadians 18 years of age and 

over. Eighty-six percent of respondents said they go online multiple 

times a day and a further 13% said they go online at least once a 

day. The group included key consumer demographics.

The marketer study (conducted online in June and July of 2016) 

polled 265 participants coast to coast, 108 of which were C-suite 

or VP decision-makers. With 49% from agencies and 51%  

from brands, these are qualified individuals with, on average,  

17.4 years’ experience. 

In addition to screener questions and gathering information for 

demographic breakdowns, questions explored ideas, opinions 

and attitudes around the term “premium.” For instance, “In your 

view, which of the following characteristics make for a prestigious 

or premium website?” As a result, ideas from consumers and 

industry insiders are easily compared and contrasted. 

In addition, each consumer was asked to review three screen 

shots of different web sites, each one containing ads for one  

of three different brands. Brands in three sectors were tested,  

and each respondent viewed one screen shot from each sector.  

After reviewing each screen shot, respondents were asked 

questions about their attitude toward the brand advertised.  

THE TAKEAWAY: The survey mined the perspective of consumers and marketers  
to produce a wealth of rich and meaningful data designed to help stakeholders deliver  
a premium and brand-appropriate online experience. 

Two in-depth surveys conducted in 2016—one among consumers and one among brands’ 
senior decision-makers—not only identify what both groups deem “premium” or “prestigious” 
media, but also take into account the value of such inventory against their effect on ads. 
Rogers Insights conducted the online polls in 2016. Marketing magazine and Rogers Insights are owned by Rogers Media.

86% 13%
OF RESPONDENTS GO ONLINE 

MULTIPLE TIMES A DAY
OF RESPONDENTS GO ONLINE  

AT LEAST ONCE A DAY

A FURTHER
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CONSUMER INSIGHTS
Canadians are voracious online users—86% go online multiple times a day—and the study 
revealed most have clear and discerning tastes when it comes to their online habits and views 
on premium sites. 
Survey participants include a representative demographic of Canadians. 

KEY CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS N=4,003

Average age 47.6

Average household income $85,100

University/post-graduate education 43%

Go online multiple times a day 86%

GENDER

Male 49%

Female 51%

CITY SIZE

Rural, under 25K 27%

Smaller urban, 25K – 99.9K 9%

Minor urban, 100K – 499.9K 18%

Major urban, 500K+ 47%

ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Less than $30,000 9%

$30,000 – $59,999 20%

$60,000 – $99,999 27%

$100,000 – $149,999 18%

$150,000+ 9%

Prefer not to answer 17%

MEAN $85,194

Participants said the top characteristics  
that make for a prestigious website include:

TRUSTED SOURCE FOR INFORMATION

79%
WELL-DESIGNED

76%
HOLDS YOUR INTEREST

68%
MAKES YOU FEEL INFORMED

64%
UNBIASED INFORMATION

64%
BALANCED INFORMATION

57%
ORIGINAL CONTENT

53%
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The websites of major daily newspapers 

ranked number one (43% calling them 

the most prestigious and 73% ranking 

them 1, 2 or 3), far outdistancing all 

other sites. However, note that all of the 

choices for prestigious sites have one 

thing in common—they are sources 

of original content. (When ranking the 

least prestigious sites, the results were 

almost a reverse.)

Further, when asked to provide an 

example of the most prestigious 

websites and why, consumers put  

The Globe and Mail on top—cited for the 

information provided, its reputation and 

content, as well as appearance/design 

layout—followed by CBC, Maclean’s and 

The New York Times. 

Consumers had strong opinions when asked: 

FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST OF WEBSITES, PLEASE RANK THE TOP 3  
IN TERMS OF PRESTIGE, WHERE 1 IS MOST PRESTIGIOUS, 2 IS SECOND  
MOST PRESTIGIOUS AND SO ON.

RANKED 1/2/3 RANKED 1

Websites of major daily newspapers (e.g., The Globe 
and Mail; National Post; Vancouver Sun, etc.)

73% 43%

Website of a major national magazine (e.g., Maclean’s) 47% 11%

Original online news organization website  
(e.g., Huffington Post; BuzzFeed)

34% 9%

Sites for business professionals 30% 9%

Websites of free daily or weekly newspapers 26% 7%

YouTube 21% 7%

Social media services 18% 5%

Websites that compile articles from other sources  
(e.g., Yahoo)

17% 4%

Sites covering sports 13% 3%

Online re-seller websites (e.g., eBay; Craigslist; 
AutoTRADER, etc.)

11% 2%

Websites focused on entertainment news 5% 1%

Gaming websites 4% 1%

Premium sites have a net positive effect 

across all categories measured, from 

luxury auto to financial institutions and 

airlines; however, unlike the general 

population, MOPEs are much more 

likely to feel that it is very or extremely 

important where brands advertise.  

For instance, 42% of those with the 

most education and 43% of those with 

at least $150,000 in household income 

said there would be a negative impact 

on their view of a luxury auto brand  

or financial institution if it advertised on 

what the respondents consider the  

least prestigious type of website. 

MOPEs in particular are clearly more 

positively influenced by where a luxury 

auto brand advertises, with 26% 

reporting they would view the brand  

more positively if it advertised on  

what they view as the most prestigious 

type of website (vs. 19% of the general 

population). In addition, MOPEs were 

more likely to say it is extremely or very 

important where full service airlines 

advertise (27% vs. 22% overall).

While MOPEs rated major daily 

newspapers as the most prestigious 

(76%), they were more likely than the 

general population to hold in high regard 

sites for business professionals,  

with 41% citing these as prestigious, 

compared to 31% of those with  

other occupations and 24% of those  

not working.

Marketers targeting high-earners  

and MOPEs online now know where  

to find them. 

High-income earners and MOPEs—managers, owners, professionals and 
entrepreneurs—are lucrative and elusive targets; however, definitive data shows 
the best place to reach them online is via websites of major daily newspapers. 

N=4,003
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Discount airline Full-service airline Luxury automotive Non-luxury automotive

10%
26%

8%
32%

8%
38%*

6%
38%

8%
28%*  Biggest 

opinion 
drop

*  Biggest 
opinion 
bump

28%

4%

33%*

6%

26%

6%

25%

5%

19%

9%

LESS POSIT IVE

And if those ads appeared on a site the respondent deemed the least prestigious...?

THE BRAND BUMP
We took a few key advertising sectors and asked if seeing their ads on a site the 

respondent deemed the “most prestigious” would affect their perception. 

MORE POSIT IVE

The study dug deeper, gauging consumers’ perceptions of ads 

placed in various environments across three key advertising 

sectors—banks/financial institutions, luxury/non-luxury autos and 

discount/full-service airlines—in order to determine if the type of site 

an ad appears on changes how a consumer perceives the brand. 

It does, with brands across the spectrum experiencing a significant 

bump in perception when ads appeared on what consumers 

consider to be a premium site. Of note, it’s not just luxury or high-

end brands that enjoy a halo effect. For instance, discount airlines 

delivered the most significant bump in brand perception. 

Data also emphasizes marketers have to be careful where their 

brand appears online because there’s a strong negative impact 

associated with advertising on what consumers view as less 

prestigious websites.

The study reveals that the negative impact of advertising on  

the wrong type of site is highest for banks/financial institutions  

(38% less positive) and for luxury auto brands (38% less positive).  

In addition, they lose out on the brand lift associated with  

premium sites, so it’s a double hit. With banks/financial institutions, 

for instance, the difference is 64 percentage points.

THE HALO EFFECT

THE TAKEAWAY: Consumer data proves marketers can be confident that investing  
in premium media delivers a positive and measurable lift for their brands.
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BRAND MARKETER & AGENCY INSIGHTS

The respondents have high standards when it comes to the top 

qualities that define a premium site—well-designed (79%), trusted 

source (71%) and original content (67%).  

Value lies in comparing these responses to those of consumers—are 

the two groups on the same page? Do the priorities of marketers 

match those of their target audience? For the most part, yes. 

How do marketers define premium? Almost all (91%) agree that a 

premium website depends on a client’s target audience, with 55% 

strongly agreeing. 

Marketers are on board with consumers, naming websites of major 

daily newspapers as the top choice for being the most prestigious 

type of site. 

Daily newspapers, such as The Globe and Mail, are viewed as 

among the most appropriate for most premium sectors (banks/

financial institutions, full-service airlines and non-luxury autos). 

Newspapers came second only for luxury autos, where number 

one was sites for business professionals.

A quick overview determines the majority of marketers view the 

type of site advertised on for luxury autos (87%), banks/financial 

institutions (69%) and full-service airlines (60%) as extremely or very 

important. This compares to roughly one-quarter who feel this way 

regarding non-luxury autos (28%) or discount airlines (21%).

Context matters to marketers. Three-quarters of those surveyed indicated that the website  
on which an ad appears has a huge impact on its effectiveness (10% said the site has no 
impact on effectiveness). 

WHAT MAKES A PREMIUM MEDIA BRAND?
Marketers were more or less in-step with consumers’ expectations

WHAT CONSUMERS SAIDWHAT MARKETERS SAID

Well 
designed

Trusted source 
for information

Makes you 
feel informed

#

2
#

1
#

4

#RANKING

79%

#

1

71%

#

2

48%

#

576% 79%

Holds your 
interest

#

3

60%

#

4
68%

Original 
content

Unbiased
information

#

5

67%

#

3

64% 64%
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THE TAKEAWAY: Premium is a powerful brand-building tool. The results of the study 
show that marketers are zeroing in on the premium experience to connect with the right 
audiences and add value to their online advertising. Two-thirds feel that paying a premium 
for certain websites is always worth it. In general, 61% agree that it is always beneficial  
to appear on a premium website.     

After defining premium, the research delved deeper, exploring 

the media landscape and looking at how these industry experts 

navigate challenges and measure ROI, while positioning their 

brands for growth online. Note that 71% of respondents have  

“a lot to extensive involvement” in the allocation of their company’s 

media ad spend, while a further 18% have some involvement. 

These are people influencing annual media budgets from hundreds  

of thousands to more than $50 million.

Programmatic—whereby data, technology and software are used 

to fully automate the purchase of online display advertising—

continues to reign, accounting for approximately 48% of the digital 

display advertising sold in Canada (that number is expected  

to jump to 58% by the end of this year, according to eMarketer). 

However, the study shows marketers have some reservations: 77% 

agree or strongly agree that while programmatic buying may be cost 

effective, it isn’t always the best for the client’s image or reputation. 

(It’s worth noting that programmatic and premium are not mutually 

exclusive. Marketers can buy premium programmatic.)

DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING 
STATEMENTS?

STRONGLY 
AGREE

AGREE DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

What is a premium website depends on a client’s target audience 55% 91% 8% 1%

Programmatic buying may be cost effective but isn’t always  
the best for the client’s image/reputation

22% 77% 21% 3%

Paying a premium for placement on certain websites is always 
worth it

12% 67% 32% 7%

It is always beneficial for an ad to appear on a premium website 17% 61% 37% 10%

It really doesn’t matter what website an ad appears on, it is the 
number of those who see it that is important

6% 23% 76% 43%

N=265

VIEWS ON PREMIUM MEDIA
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ADVISORY BOARD INSIGHTS
In order to go deeper into the minds of marketers, the project culminated in an advisory board 
made up of top marketing executives from five companies, as well as four media agency experts, 
publishing professionals and a representative from the Canadian Marketing Association. 

The discussion was frank, insightful and engaging, as industry insiders dissected the findings from the surveys, as well as shared  

learnings and challenges they face navigating the exponential growth of programmatic networks, blogs, social platforms and seemingly 

infinite websites as a means to deliver effective campaigns on budget. 

Here’s some of what they had to say:

ON FINDING AUDIENCES ONLINE…

ON THE VALUE OF INVESTING IN PREMIUM…

ON NATIVE ADVERTISING…

“You test and you see, and if you have to refine, 

especially in the digital world, you can do it far better 

than you can anywhere else. So that’s what it is, finding 

that right audience and finding the right website to 

target the right audience, and then measuring those 

results and seeing if it works. It’s a constant refinement.”

“All of this makes intuitive sense. The more you can 

kind of look at your target audience, what they care 

about [and wrap your content around that] then we’ve 

seen huge lifts.”

“We look at the (premium) online environment and we 

advise our clients to think of it almost as a buy make-up, 

like you’d think of television—there are top ten shows.  

So in this case it would be top sites, premium sites,  

and the trade-off of any kind of premiumness against cost 

is worth it because of impression, because of context, 

because of driving brand love—this to me is reaffirmation.”

“What is really interesting with (the research) is seeing 

things like cheap discount airlines actually having a lift in 

terms of perception with higher-end consumers, by  

being in a higher-end context. That’s new thinking to me.”

“There’s a real negative cost association to online being 

cheap, and I think that’s a hurdle that we have to get  

over sometimes with our discussions around strategies 

that we put together. As advertisers, as brands and  

as media people, we’re responsible for not just creating 

an impression and making an impression, or getting a 

click, or getting some kind of engagement online with the 

consumer, but we’re also responsible for the impression 

we leave. That’s something we forget about sometimes 

when we advertise—we want the end result, but we 

forget about the impression that we want to leave on 

consumers as well."

“What we want to do is compel people to share this 

content, because it’s valuable information. The power 

is in them sharing this content to which our brand is 

interwoven with. We want to seed it in with influencers, 

we want to seed it in places that have similar interests 

to the content that we’re creating.”
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ON REPORTING AND MEASUREMENT…

“Programmatic is just going to become one part of how 

we communicate with consumers; we’re going to realize 

that balance is always going to rule out and we still need 

to have special [introduction] in premium brands and we 

need to have a media strategy and a marketing strategy 

that makes sense.”

“There are different things we can measure. Audience 

engagement metrics are big and [I’ll] take engagement  

over impressions. What’s being measured is changing.” 

“You have to balance both the long game and the short 

game, and I think a lot of our more junior marketers… really 

focus on the short game… you see certain sites deliver 

great clicks or great engagement, but they don’t translate 

into the end goal, which is we actually either want a new 

sale or we want some type of success factor that’s online. 

So you continue to test, and refine your KPIs over time.”

“With digital you have really tight metrics on 

acquisition, but you don’t know the halo effect, you 

don’t know the long-term effect on the brand. So 

you… have to have confidence that we need to invest 

in this to build our brand and tell this broader story.  

We know, through industry research, that the long 

game is critical, and that people buy on emotion 

versus ration. You’ll always get budget pressures, 

etcetera, so the more senior folks have to [ensure] 

we’re not jeopardizing the future for the short term.”

“Real-time daily optimization is always on and it’s 

amazing, especially on the digital side of things. But I 

don’t think there’s enough stopping and looking back 

and stepping back and trying to make sure that we’re 

making the right decisions, we’re heading down the 

right direction. And we need to find a way to structure 

ourselves a little bit better so that we are doing that.”

Surprisingly, 4% of marketer respondents in the study don’t 

measure the return on investment for online executions. For those 

who do measure, figuring out the right metrics and KPIs is about 

ongoing refinement. 

BRAND-SIDE MARKETER N=135

We handle most online media buying in-house 41%

Our media agency of record handles most of our 
online media buying

40%

We use a number of third-party agencies for 
most of our online media buying

16%

Don’t know 4%

HOW OFTEN ARE YOU RECEIVING UPDATES  
OR REPORTS ON WHERE YOUR MEDIA BUDGET  
IS BEING SPENT?

Multiple times a day 1%

Daily 7%

Weekly 20%

Monthly 42%

Quarterly 14%

Every 6 months 5%

Annually 3%

Less often than yearly 2%

Other 7%

ALL RESPONDENTS N=265

HOW DO YOU MEASURE THE RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT OF YOUR ONLINE EXECUTIONS?

Click-throughs or cost-per-click (CPC) 66%

Conversions or cost-per-action (CPA) 54%

Overall sales 47%

Brand awareness research (or studies or tracking) 46%

Gross impressions/CPM 40%

Brand lift research (or studies or tracking) 36%

Time spent 33%

Trial of product (new launches only) 19%

Other 4%

We don’t measure ROI on our programmatic buys 4%

Don’t know 1%
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CONCLUSION: DEFINING & DELIVERING  
THE PREMIUM EXPERIENCE

When investing $5.6 billion a year in digital advertising, marketers need and deserve greater 
insight and transparency into how to make the most of their online budget, measure what’s 
important and attain the results they’re after. 

Context Matters tackles the rapidly evolving online media landscape to offer valuable insight  
into what consumers, marketers and publishers can expect from the premium experience and 
where they can get it.

Context Matters shows unequivocally that while programmatic—

easy, efficient and seemingly inexpensive—is a key tool for reaching 

audiences online, it is only a piece of the puzzle. Marketers intent 

on building and maintaining a brand’s reputation need to look 

beyond clicks and impressions to consider the value of trusted 

environments and their power to enhance brand opinion. 

Premium delivers, which is welcome news for marketers defining 

and monitoring key performance indicators. 

While premium sites are typically more expensive, research shows 

ads are more effective, making premium a sound investment.  

In addition to the halo effect and brand lift, quality sites—indeed 

newspaper sites by their very nature—minimize ad fraud and 

optimize viewability, ensuring quality audiences spend more time 

with ad content. 

The study highlights the importance of premium as a core component 

of a brand’s long-term digital marketing strategy. Premium offers 

content and context, enabling marketers to achieve relevant KPIs  

and ensure their brands make a positive lasting impression.

Research partners:

KEY FINDINGS:
–    Consumers and marketers rank websites of MAJOR DAILY NEWSPAPERS as the most prestigious (73%),  

followed by sites of major national magazines (47%) and original online news organizations (34%). 

–   “TRUSTED SOURCE OF INFORMATION” tops the list for characteristics that make for a prestigious website.

–   MOPEs rate major daily newspapers on top, but also highly value sites for business professionals.

–   Brands from luxury to discount receive a notable bump in opinion when ADVERTISING ON A PREMIUM WEBSITE.

–   BRANDS RISK DAMAGING THEIR IMAGE when advertising on less prestigious websites. 

–     Those in the highest income households and with the highest levels of education are MORE CRITICAL OF BRANDS 
based on the sites where they advertise.  

–   The majority of marketers agree it is ALWAYS BENEFICIAL FOR AN AD TO APPEAR ON A PREMIUM SITE.


